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Recommended Reading
Another Day in Paradise: International Humanitarian
Workers Tell Their Stories
Compiled and edited by Carol Bergman (Orbis Books, $25)

This compelling collection of real-life stories includes a
chapter by former Oxfam America employee, Ngan Thuy
Nguyen, on her relief work in Vietnam. 

“Armed only with their values and wits, humanitarian 
workers define courage in the 21st century. This book gives
voice to their stories, to their ability to survive in the face of
death, to their humanity to one another and to those they
seek to serve…It is important to hear the voices of those
who take the ultimate risk that makes us all more civilized
and more caring.”

—Raymond C. Offenheiser, President, Oxfam America

Oxfam America respects the privacy of its supporters. We have developed a rigorous privacy policy to reflect
this respect. Periodically, Oxfam makes the names of its supporters available to other organizations working for
social change.  If you would like us to exclude your name from that process, we would be more than happy to honor
your wishes. Please write to Oxfam America, List Preference Service, 26 West Street, Boston, MA  02111-1206 and
be sure to include your name and address. You may also email donorinfo@oxfamamerica.org or call 800/77-OXFAM
and ask for the List Preference Service Desk. 
You may read our complete Privacy Policy online at www.oxfamamerica.org, or we can mail one to you at your request.
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A new era of trade negotiations?
From cotton farmers in Mali to textile workers in Lesotho, and from catfish
growers in Vietnam to electronic assembly workers in Mexico, millions of poor
people earn their livelihoods from international trade. In many cases, trade is
making their lives better. In some cases, trade is increasing poverty.

Oxfam believes that trade not only can benefit developing countries, but it must.
When the global trading system fails developing countries, poor people are
excluded from a vital source of income and growth.

Unfortunately, current international trade policies do not provide a level playing
field for poor people. Rather, they blatantly favor more powerful countries and
interests. The US and Europe implicitly acknowledged global trade inequities in
2001 at a World Trade Organization (WTO) summit in Doha, Qatar, where
they promised to put poverty alleviation at the center of trade negotiations. They
have yet to act on this promise.

Two years later, in September 2003, trade ministers met again in Cancún,
Mexico. The meeting marked a turning point for the international trade regime.
For the first time, developing countries formed a negotiating bloc to counterbalance
the power of the US and European Union (EU). Twenty-one countries banded
together, including heavyweights like China, India, and Brazil, as well as smaller
countries like Ecuador, Thailand, and Nigeria—representing more than half the
world’s population and more than 60 percent of the world’s farmers. The bloc
rejected proposals from the US, EU, and Japan that did not meet their needs,
and the process deadlocked. Negotiators went home empty-handed.

In November, trade ministers from the Western Hemisphere met in Miami to
discuss the creation of a Free Trade Area of the Americas. Again, negotiators
found no compromise, disagreeing on the scope and substance of what a free
trade area would mean. 

Meanwhile, the US is aggressively pursuing the time-honored ‘divide and rule’
strategy by entering into bilateral and regional trade talks. Oxfam believes these
individual agreements isolate and undermine developing countries. 

Oxfam takes no pleasure in the failures of Cancún and Miami. While it is
encouraging to see developing countries asserting themselves in trade negotiations,
the growing political chasm between South and North and the unwillingness of
rich countries to compromise are troubling. The reality is, we are no closer to
making trade rules fair and lifting millions out of poverty.

Oxfam urges the WTO to reconvene the talks. It is especially critical that ministers
address the dire situation of cotton farmers. More than two million households in
Africa depend on cotton—a crop that has suffered chronic price depression for
nearly a decade. The International Cotton Advisory Committee estimates cotton
prices are 20 percent lower than they would be without US subsidies.

It is time for the US and Europe to make good on their promise to put poverty
alleviation at the center of trade negotiations. Only then will this turn of events
begin to yield real and sustainable benefits to the poor.
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rs In your recent Oxfam Exchange, you
promote the reduction or elimination
of subsidies to American farmers with
the goal of increasing corn prices.
Assuming that higher prices result
from that policy, it makes no sense to
me to assume that higher raw com-
modity prices will help poor people
around the world. The “cheap food”
which now exists is subsidized, accord-
ing to your argument, by the taxpayers
of richer nations. Since low prices for
food are demonstrably good for poor
people, then the present policy
amounts to a taxpayer subsidy for poor
people—as opposed to farmers—in
poor countries. 

I think that Oxfam needs to rethink
this policy decision.

Robert Grace
ST. FRANCIS, KS

Congratulations on the superb state-
ment by Ross Gelbspan. Concise yet
comprehensive, directly honest with-
out irrelevant hostility, he points to
the danger we all face if we do not
confront global warming as a total
political-economic-geographic-climatic
problem. His insights are admirable,
and we can hope that his persuasive
words will penetrate the thinking of
world leaders all over the globe.

Leonard S. Stein
EVANSTON, IL

WRITE TO US!
We welcome readers’ comments and
ideas. Please include your name and
address and mail to: 

Editor, Oxfam Exchange
Oxfam America 
26 West Street
Boston, MA 02111-1206

Send email to editor@oxfamameri-
ca.org or fax to 617-728-2596. We
will print as many letters as possible,
but reserve the right to edit for space
and clarity. 

When thinking about agriculture policy,
it’s important to recognize the link
between poverty and rural livelihoods.
Of the 1.2 billion people in the world
who live on less than $1 a day, more
than 75 percent live in rural areas.
Furthermore, over 80 percent of the peo-
ple living in the world’s least developed
countries depend on agriculture to sur-
vive. All people consume food, but most
poor people also produce food—to eat
and to sell for cash. Dumping low-
priced food on developing countries
might sound like a good idea, but it
undermines the livelihoods of the world’s
poorest people. For more information on
Oxfam’s Make Trade Fair campaign,
visit www.oxfamamerica.org and
www.maketradefair.com.
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Planting Season in Africa 
The people of southern Africa continue to struggle with a
region-wide food crisis. Oxfam America’s emergency efforts
are concentrated in Zimbabwe, Zambia, and Ethiopia, where
a combined total of more than 20 million people need food
aid. As planting season begins, our programs have two major
objectives: seed distribution and small-scale irrigation. 

In Zimbabwe, Oxfam is providing seeds to more than 4,500
families, especially targeting orphaned children, the chronically
ill, the elderly, and women without any means of support.
Our partners are introducing community gardens, deepening
wells to improve water supply, and developing new methods
of earning income, including soap- and lotion-making and
tie-dying. 

In Zambia, Oxfam is supplying short-maturing and 
high-yielding seeds for winter cultivation, as well as
improved irrigation equipment and techniques. Oxfam
engineers have introduced diesel engines and treadle pumps in
several communities, allowing farmers to grow a variety of
vegetables. More than 50 percent of the communities
helped now have surplus produce to sell.

In Ethiopia, Oxfam is restoring water holes and introducing
small-scale irrigation projects that improve crop yields, as
well as nutrition and health conditions. In addition, our
partners are building grain storage facilities and offering
credit and training for small farmers. 

Heavy Repairs in Iraq 
The war in Iraq inflicted massive damage on sanitation systems and water treat-
ment plants. Major sewage systems were clogged. Tens of thousands of people
suffered widespread water shortages due to leaks in water pipelines, rendering
them vulnerable to cholera, typhoid fever, and other illnesses.

Immediately following the military conflict, Oxfam water engineers made rapid
repairs to pumps, pipes, water treatment plants, and sewage systems. 

Today, the Oxfam team of Iraqi nationals has moved on to larger fixes, including
restoring water networks, re-establishing water quality monitoring systems, and
ensuring that critical operations such as water chlorination are functioning. 
In addition, Oxfam’s public health experts are conducting workshops for government
officials to ensure that limited resources are being used effectively. 

According to Iraq’s Ministry of Health, the prevalence of disease in the areas in
which Oxfam is operating has decreased, particularly in water and sanitation-
related diseases.

Women draw spring water in the Yabello district, Ethiopia.
Before Oxfam partners engineered these water points, people
had to climb a steep mountain up to five times a day to
fetch water.
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ON THE CIVIL UNREST IN BOLIVIA SURROUNDING
THE CHOCHABAMBA GAS PIPELINE
“The tragedy unfolding in Bolivia is clear evidence that the
global economic rules made in places like Washington and
Geneva have real and often very painful effects in poor
countries. It is squarely within the interest of the US and
other highly industrialized nations to finally put the basic
economic, social and cultural rights of the Southern
Hemisphere’s poorest above sheer profit alone.”

—LA Times op-ed by Keith Slack, Senior Policy Advisor, 
Oxfam America, October 19, 2003

ON THE EMERGENCY SITUATION IN IRAQ
“The threats facing aid workers in Iraq are without compar-
ison to any other region in the world,” said Nathaniel
Raymond, spokesman for Oxfam America, which operates
in more than 100 countries. 

“These attacks are frequent, sophisticated and very specifically
targeted to kill humanitarian personnel, intimidate aid
groups and hinder operations.”

—LA Times, November 15, 2003

Oxfam in the News
ON HUNGER
“We tend to think of the solution as ‘Well, they need seeds
and tools,’” Adrienne Smith, a spokeswoman for Oxfam
America, based in Boston, said in a telephone interview.
“Unfortunately there are also structural issues that conspire
to keep people from thriving.”

—New York Times, November 25, 2003

ON THE MINING INDUSTRY’S CLAIM TO REDUCE
POVERTY
“[Paul Mitchell, secretary-general of the International
Council on Mining and Metals] claims that ‘mining provides
a route out of poverty for many developing countries.’
Which ones, exactly? Certainly not Peru, where more than
half the population lives below the poverty line; or
Mozambique, which, despite impressive strides since the
end of its civil war, has a poverty rate of 70 percent. Chile
and Botswana have had high growth rates, but Chile’s mining
zone is an environmental wasteland and Botswana’s 
diamond industry is not exactly a model of a free market
business practice.”

—Financial Times letter to the editor from Raymond C.
Offenheiser, President, Oxfam America, November 25, 2003

Oxfam in Your Backyard
Ordinary People, Extraordinary Support

Something old, something new, something…Fair Trade Certified™?

Leyda Talavera and Vinni Quast wouldn’t say “I do” to one another without
also saying “we do” to helping coffee farmers in crisis. Leyda and Vinni learned
about Fair Trade coffee while attending a Coldplay concert in Connecticut last
summer, where volunteers handed out literature on Oxfam’s Make Trade Fair
campaign. Spurned into action, this dynamic duo used their nuptials to educate
family and friends about Fair Trade coffee. At the reception, guests were given
literature on the global coffee crisis and what they could do to help. The DJ
even played The Coffee Song by Frank Sinatra as Fair Trade coffee was served! 

Oxfam wishes Leyda and Vinni a long and happy life together, full of laughter,
joy, and global social justice.

Was Oxfam in your backyard? Send your story to Melanie Moore at
mmoore@oxfamamerica.org, or call (617)728-2464.
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From the fields to the mines to the corporate boardrooms,
Oxfam is seeking a new brand of justice. 

The heart of Oxfam’s mission will always reside in the remote
pockets of the world where poverty persists. But today, Oxfam is
making the connection between the coffee farmer in Guatemala
who can’t feed his children and the companies that profit from
his crop. Or the dollar menu at your local fast food chain and the
farmworker held in captivity. Or the gold ring on your finger and
the mountains of toxic waste poisoning the Peruvian highlands.  

This is not just about finger-pointing. True, corporations are often
part of the problem. But as one of the most powerful sectors in
our society, they are also a critical part of the solution. Oxfam
is engaging some of the nation’s largest corporations to take a
hard look at their business models—to recognize the ways
they are reinforcing poverty and the chance they have to make
a world of difference.

Coffee Talk 8
American Slave Wages 10

Shining a Light on Gold Mining 12
Power in Your Pocket 13
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In September 2003, Procter & Gamble
(P&G), the largest seller of coffee in
the US, announced it would introduce
Fair Trade Certified™ coffee products
through its specialty division, Millstone.
This announcement represents the
potential purchase of at least two to
three million pounds of Fair Trade
Certified™ coffee over the next three
years—extending a critical lifeline to
coffee farmers in the midst of crisis.

The P&G announcement came in
response to pressure from Oxfam, the
media, consumers, investors, the US
Senate and House of Representatives,
human rights activists, humanitarian
organizations, and Oxfam partners.
Oxfam has spent more than two years of
campaigning and dialogue with P&G
and more than 4,000 hours of full-time
work. In addition, Oxfam has organized
465 students at 361 college campuses to
advocate for Fair Trade Certified™ coffee
in their dining halls and raise awareness
of the crisis in their communities.

In 2001, the price of coffee plummeted
almost 50 percent; since then, it has
continued to hover near a 30-year low

of $0.42 per pound of unroasted
beans—approximately half the cost of
production. Fair Trade Certified™ cof-
fee guarantees farmers a minimum of
$1.26 a pound, enabling them to not
just break even, but also turn a profit.

FAIR TRADE GOES MAINSTREAM
With this decision, P&G joins more
than 200 companies in the US already
offering Fair Trade Certified™ coffee,
including Equal Exchange, Starbucks,
and Green Mountain Coffee. P&G’s
involvement is especially significant,
because of its strong presence in super-
markets, where most US consumers
buy their coffee. 

In April 2003, Dunkin’ Donuts, the
largest coffee chain in the world,
announced it would begin selling
espresso beverages using 100% Fair
Trade Certified™ beans. As fair trade
penetrates mainstream markets, con-
sumers should begin to recognize the

fair trade label as a mark of high-quality,
socially-just coffee. 

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR 
COFFEE FARMERS
In Ethiopia, where 1.1 million farmers
sell their products through private
cooperatives, the groundswell of sup-
port for fair trade is greatly encourag-
ing for Oxfam partners like the
Oromia Coffee Farmers Cooperative
Union (OCFCU). The OCFCU was
established in 1999 to help the
100,000 families working in Oromia
cooperatives. Oxfam has helped
OCFCU obtain organic and fair trade
certification, enabling the cooperative
to tap into critical new markets. 

In a country where the average per
capita income is about $100 per year,
fair trade can make a real difference.
“There are communities growing coffee
that have not bought clothes for the
past three years,” said Tadesse Meskela,
general manager for the cooperative.
Furthermore, the people of Oromia
find it difficult to educate their 
children. When families face hard
times, school expenses are hard to meet,
Meskela explained. 

Already, OCFCU is returning 70 per-
cent of its gross profits back to the fair
trade cooperatives. Beyond helping
OCFCU get certification, Oxfam is

COFFEE  TALK
After two years of ongoing dialogue, Oxfam America and its part-
ners have scored a major victory for coffee farmers worldwide.
by Kelley Damore

2002 2
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Oxfam launches
its What’s That 
in Your Coffee?

campaign.

The US Senate and
House of Representatives
pass a resolution directing

the US Government to
“adopt a global strategy

to respond to the current
coffee crisis.” 

Domini and the Center
for Reflection,

Education, and Action
(CREA) lead a coalition
of shareholders of P&G

stock into a dialogue
on the coffee crisis.

The shareholder
coalition files a 

resolution with P&G.
This is the first-ever
shareholder resolu-
tion to address the

coffee crisis. 

Percolating: Fair Trade gains momentum

JAVA JOLT
Transfair USA estimates
US imports of Fair Trade
Certified™ coffee in 2003
increased 85% over 2002.
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Company: Procter & Gamble
CEO: A. G. Lafley
Score: 49%
Brands: Folgers, Millstone

P&G has been the clear leader among the major roasters for
its commitment to purchasing Fair Trade Certified™ coffee
and to paying coffee farmers a decent price. However, P&G
has done little to work with the rest of the industry to address
the coffee crisis and has few guidelines on buying coffee.

Oxfam rates the world’s 4 largest coffee roasters in 2003
Scores are based on the price companies paid to farmers (70% of score), support for policy alternatives (10%), financial contributions (10%),
and leadership in industry-wide initiatives (10%). 

Company: Nestlé
CEO: Peter Brabeck-Letmanthe
Score: 43%
Brands: Nescafé

Nestlé led the major roasters in participating in international
forums, supporting the International Coffee Organization,
and buying directly from farmers. But Nestlé failed in a key
area: paying farmers a decent price. They still refuse to buy
Fair Trade Certified™ coffee.

Company: Kraft
CEO: Roger Deromedi
Score: 38% 
Brands: Maxwell, Gevalia

Kraft worked with others in the coffee industry to address
the coffee crisis. It also contributed to social development pro-
grams. But these activities were undermined by its failure to
buy Fair Trade Certified™ coffee.

Company: Sara Lee
CEO: C. Steve McMillan
Score: 27%
Brands: Hills Bros., Chock full o’Nuts, Chase & Sanborne 

Sara Lee has performed the worst of the major roasters in
almost every aspect of dealing with the coffee crisis. It buys
some Fair Trade Certified™ coffee in the US but has no plans
to expand in other countries. Sara Lee is falling behind the
other roasters.

2003

MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

Fourteen people
die on coffee

workers’ march
from Matagalpa 

to Managua,
Nicaragua.

Oxfam releases
coffee report

card rating the
four major 

coffee roasters. 

Senator Patrick
Leahy (VT)

speaks out on
floor of US
Senate on 

international 
coffee crisis.

The presidents of
Brazil, Columbia, and
Honduras propose 
setting a minimum

price for coffee 
farmers at an

International Coffee
Organization meeting. 

P&G announces
Fair Trade

Certified™ coffee
under their

Millstone brand

Dunkin’ Donuts
announces it will

begin making
espresso beverages

with Fair Trade
Certified™ beans.

providing funds to help OCFCU
upgrade their offices with computers,
buy equipment and trucks to process
and transport coffee, and cover 
marketing expenses. 

THE COFFEE CRISIS IS NOT OVER
While the growth of Fair Trade
Certified™ coffee is encouraging, it will
not solve the coffee crisis on its own.

Coffee-producing countries, roasters,
farmers, governments, and consumers
must take immediate steps to help cof-
fee farmers make a decent living and
provide necessities for their families.
Oxfam is urging the US government
to re-join the International Coffee
Organization and adopt a global strate-
gy to address the coffee crisis. 

In addition, P&G, Nestlé, Kraft, and
Sara Lee, the largest coffee companies in
the world, must take responsibility for
ending the crisis, as each company con-
tinues to make a profit while farmers
struggle to survive. In December,
Oxfam issued a scorecard rating the big
four on the basis of what they have done
in the past year to address the crisis.



On November 20, 2003, the Coalition of Immokalee Workers (CIW) received
the Robert F. Kennedy Human Rights Award. CIW members Julia Gabriel,
Lucas Benítez, and Romeo Ramírez were honored for their leadership in
fighting slavery and unjust working conditions for Florida farmworkers.
This is the first time this award has gone to a US-based organization—
recognizing major human rights violations right here in our own backyard.

November 20th is a big date for 
CIW, an Oxfam partner based in
Immokalee, Florida. Exactly one year
prior, the coalition witnessed the sen-
tencing of three Florida growers for
holding 700 fruit pickers in involuntary
servitude. At a camp in Lake Placid,
Florida, people were kept under con-
stant surveillance, crammed four to a
single room, denied their rightful pay,
and pistol-whipped into submission.
“People knew conditions were better in
other places, but they were afraid,” said
CIW’s Ramírez, who went undercover

to investigate the case. “They knew
[the growers] could be violent.” 

The growers were sentenced to more
than a decade each in prison. But US
District Court Judge K. Michael Moore
recognized culpability was not con-
tained only within his courtroom. “It
seems that there are others at another
level in this system of fruit picking—at
a higher level—that to some extent are
complicit in one way or another in
how these activities occur.” 

When Oxfam America launches a US-
based labor campaign in February,
2004, it will be targeting that higher
level. Centered around the activities of
CIW and several other US partners,
this campaign will take on US labor
laws and companies such as Taco Bell
that buy morally-tainted fruit—and
look the other way. 

LET FREEDOM RING?
True, farmworkers can make more
money in the US than in Guatemala or
Mexico: the $50 or $100 they send their
families every month far exceeds what
they could earn back home. It’s also true
that of the 2.5 million farmworkers in
the US, the Department of Labor esti-
mates 52 percent are undocumented.

AMERICAN SLAVE  WAGES
If justice costs only a penny, why is it so hard to get Taco Bell 
to pay the price?
by Cynthia Phoel
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CIW staff, left to right, Romeo Ramírez, Laura Germino, Greg
Asbed, and Mathieu Beaucicot outside CIW headquarters. 
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But documented or not, farmworkers
are human beings. In US fields, they
can be beaten for picking the wrong
colored tomato or taking a drink of
water. And pay at the end of the day is
not a given.

This is how we treat a workforce upon
which we rely. “Without undocumented
workers, there’s no food on the table, no
service in restaurants, and no bed sheets
in hotels,” said Oxfam America US
Regional Director Minor Sinclair. 

It’s tempting to point the finger at the
countries workers are fleeing. “A lot of
talk goes on that slavery occurs because
people in other countries are desperate
and vulnerable, and they need to leave
their homes—which is part of it, yes,”
said CIW co-founder Laura Germino.
“But it is the US’ receiving conditions
that allows the slavery to flourish in the
workplace once they are here.” 

KEEPING UP WITH THE JOADSES
Sixty-five years after John Steinbeck’s
The Grapes of Wrath exposed the vul-
nerability of farmworkers in America,
little has changed. The pay a farmworker
receives for a tub of tomatoes—
42 cents for a 32-pound tub—hasn’t
changed in 25 years.

Comprising migrant workers, foreign
laborers, and other very poor people,
farmworkers are a voiceless group. As
such, they have long been excluded

from US labor laws. New Deal protec-
tions such as child labor laws, benefits,
overtime pay, and minimum wage have
never applied to workers in the fields.
“It is this historic exclusion which did
not allow [farmwork] to develop into a
modern industry,” Germino said.

CIW has realized great improvements
for farmworkers in Immokalee. When
a grower beats his workers, CIW work-
ers gather together and peacefully con-
front the grower. Today, growers know
they cannot get away with violence or
renege on earned wages.

Yet, these changes can only go so far to
alleviate the desperate situation of farm-
workers in the US. Slavery continues to
run rampant in American fields: CIW
already has more cases in the works.
What’s more, earning an average of
$7,500 a year, farmworkers—the people
who produce the food we eat—are the
lowest wage earners in the US. 

A PENNY MORE PER POUND
Most likely, Taco Bell doesn’t have a
single farmworker on its payroll. But as

a major buyer of Florida tomatoes, its
purchasing practices affect thousands
of farmworkers. Since 1999, CIW has
asked Taco Bell to pay one cent more
per pound of tomatoes. If a farmworker
currently receives 42 cents for a 32-
pound bucket, another penny per
pound would nearly double his income. 

In a May 2003 letter to Taco Bell parent
company, Yum Brands, Oxfam America
pushed for a supplier code of conduct,
pointing out that Yum had recently
required its suppliers to meet certain
basic standards for raising chickens. “If
Yum Brands can require its suppliers to
meet certain basic standards for animal
rights, it seems reasonable that the com-
pany could also require its suppliers
meet basic standards for human rights.”

Yum has been reluctant to accept
responsibility, but later in May, 39 per-
cent of Yum shareholders supported a
resolution calling for sustainable wages
for farmworkers. Since then, Yum has
begun talks with CIW to find a solution. 

Of course, the issue is more than just a
penny per pound. For Taco Bell and
too many other companies, it’s owning
a problem no one wants to touch. 
For Oxfam America, CIW, and other
dedicated partners, it’s where laboring
for justice begins. 

For more on Oxfam’s work with CIW,
visit www.oxfamamerica.org/ciw.

“Behind the shiny, happy images
promoted by the fast-food industry
with its never ending commercials
on TV, fueled by over $3 billion 
in marketing annually, and behind
the supermarket advertising that
celebrates the abundance of our
harvest each Thanksgiving, there is
another reality,” said Lucas Benítez
on accepting the RFK Award. 

Read Benítez’ acceptance speech 
at www.oxfamamerica.org/ciw.
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…child labor laws, benefits,
overtime pay, and minimum
wage have never applied to
workers in the fields. 

Farmworkers in Immokalee line up at 4:30 each morning to board
the bus that takes them to the fields.



Nothing glitters like gold, but the metal
loses its luster when you learn how it is
mined. It is a dirty business. While gold
mining can generate revenues for the
governments of developing countries,
it can also be enormously damaging to
local communities, polluting water
and land, displacing people and jobs,
and leaving mountains of toxic waste
for future generations to endure.

Take Denver-based Newmont Mining
Company, the largest gold mining
company in the world. In 2000, near
its Yanacocha mine in Peru, Newmont’s
local affiliate was responsible for
spilling 300 pounds of mercury and
poisoning nearly 1,000 villagers. Local
citizens feel Newmont has paid inade-
quate compensation for this mishap.
Oxfam America’s partners also accuse
the mine of expanding into environ-
mentally sensitive areas and leaking
cyanide into nearby waters.   

The situation near Yanacocha is not an
isolated case. While mining can bring

jobs and paved roads, too often the mine
profits and benefits end up in the hands
of corporations and governments. In
such cases, mining provides few direct
benefits to community members. And
when the gold and jobs are gone, com-
munities are left with pollution that lasts
for generations.

PUSHING GOLD COMPANIES
OUT OF THE SHADOWS
For six years, Oxfam America has been
helping mine-affected communities to
address mining-related problems.
Working especially with indigenous
communities in South America,
Oxfam has helped people become
effective advocates for their rights. 

Still, problems persist. Weak regulations
and the remote locations of mining
operations permit gold mining compa-
nies to work with little public scrutiny.
Mining firms don’t sell directly to retail
consumers. Thus, there is little public
awareness of who these companies are
and the practices they employ.  

Now, Oxfam America is
enlisting broader sup-
port to address mining
issues. In February 2004,
in partnership with
Washington, DC-based

Earthworks (formerly the

SHINING A  L IGHT ON 
GOLD MINING
by Chris Hufstader

Mineral Policy Center), Oxfam will
launch a campaign to push gold min-
ing companies to respect the rights of
communities, protect the environ-
ment, and contribute to reducing
poverty. Oxfam is not anti-mining;
rather, we believe communities should
have the right to decide whether they
want mining to take place and under
what conditions. 

The campaign will encourage gold
retailers—especially jewelers and com-
puter and microchip manufacturers—
to buy from mining companies 
committed to reform. In addition, we
will conduct an information campaign
to help individual consumers under-
stand the real price of gold and create
demand for responsibly-produced
alternatives. This campaign will com-
plement local efforts to press mining
companies to respect communities and
to end their destructive practices.

BREAKING NEWS!  
On December 10, 2003, the residents
of Tambogrande, Peru, were overjoyed
to learn the government had denied a 
proposal by Manhattan Minerals
Corporation for a gold mine in their
town. The center of a productive fruit-
growing region, Tambogrande had 
advocated against this proposed mine
for four years. Oxfam America support-
ed the people of Tambogrande by fund-
ing scientific research on likely mine
impacts in the area and a technical com-
mittee to search for alternatives. Oxfam
also organized an email campaign in the
US calling on Manhattan Minerals to
respect community wishes.

Most mining companies operate with little public scrutiny, but Oxfam
America and others are helping communities expose the companies’
harmful practices.

“When Yanacocha says we are better now, better
than before, it is all lies. We can see the natural 

pastures have been destroyed…the wool of our animals
is peeling, and the water is dirty.”

—Eriberto Castrejon, a farmer from near the 
Yanacocha gold mine. 
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NOW, FOR THE FOLLOW THROUGH… 
When it comes to making purchases, most of us are looking
for a good value. We weigh quality and price to make our
selections. However, just as a company must choose to pri-
oritize social issues, so too must consumers choose to make
responsible buying a priority—even if the fair price is not
the cheapest one. Perhaps the question is not, “Can you
afford to pay a fair price?” but “Can you afford not to?” 

Four ways to wield your consumer power: 

1. Take the Fair Trade Challenge.*
The average US household
spends nearly $8,300 each year
on food, clothing, and home
goods. This year, challenge your-
self to shift 5 percent of that
money—just $415—to fair trade
products and pay small-scale pro-
ducers a fair price for their goods.
For retailers specializing in fair trade
clothing, crafts, and other items, visit
www.fairtradefederation.org. For stores carrying fair
trade coffee, tea, and cocoa, visit www.transfairusa.org.

2. Do your homework. Just as you research quality and
prices before you buy, be sure to check into the social
behaviors of the corporations you support. To research
social responsibility by industry, corporation, or brand,
visit www.coopamerica.org or www.idealswork.org. 

3. Invest responsibly. Choose socially responsible mutual
funds that promote ethical corporate behavior. Channel
your money into investments that make a difference 
in reducing poverty and protecting the environment. 
For information on such investments, visit 
www.socialinvest.org. 

4. Influence corporate behavior at your workplace. Get
your company to buy and invest as responsibly as you
do. Pose the question, “What can we do as a company to
reduce poverty around the world?”

POWER IN  YOUR POCKET
When it comes to shaping corporate behavior, you, the consumer, wield more power in corporate
boardrooms than Oxfam America and all of our committed partners and allies combined. 

At the end of the day, the real power brokers in US
society are wearing blue jeans, carrying wallets, and
pushing shopping carts. The purchasing decisions 
you make every day can either reinforce—or change—
corporate behavior.

Indeed, chances are great that Taco Bell would respond to
even the smallest dip in sales. And wouldn’t consumer
demand be the surest way to get Kraft, Nestlé, and Sara Lee
to jump on the fair trade coffee bandwagon? 

The good news is, according to a 2002 Cone Corporate
Citizenship Study, nearly 80 percent of Americans do
believe companies have a social responsibility. 

* The Fair Trade Challenge was created by the Fair Trade Resource Network
(www.fairtraderesource.org). 

COMPANIES HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY TO 
SUPPORT SOCIAL ISSUES.

Source: 2002 Cone Corporate Citizenship Study

In addition, more than 75 percent of survey respondents
said that if they learned about a company’s negative social
practices, they would consider boycotting that company’s
products or switching to another company’s products 
or services. 
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ONLINE EXCLUSIVES

Tipping the Scales of
Gender Equity in South
Africa
“In many regions of South Africa, if a
woman screams, nobody stirs. It is
accepted that it is a private matter and
nobody should interfere. If a woman
is beaten, it is not spoken about,
because she is supposed to endure

violence—because she is a good wife. These
are some of the cultural philosophies around vio-

lence in our country.”

So says Vaneetha Moodley, director of Vuka Uzithathe, a
local Oxfam partner and a powerful voice for women’s
rights in South Africa, where a legacy of unchecked domestic
violence and discrimination prevails. In an interview with
Oxfam America, Moodley discusses gender inequities in
South Africa—and the great strides Vuka Uzithathe has made
to redefine the role of women. 

www.oxfamamerica.org/southernafrica

READ MORE AT WWW.OXFAMAMERICA.ORG

Keeping Community Fisheries 
Afloat in Cambodia
The quaint fishing community of Anlong Raing bobs on the
bountiful waters of the Great Tonle Sap Lake. Though the
residents of this extraordinary “floating village” live in
extreme poverty, they also live in peace: This is the calm
after the storm. 

In 2000, responding to rising tension on Cambodia’s great
lake, the government transferred the rights to 56 percent of
fishing areas from commercial operations to poor fishing com-
munities. But what should have been a great coup for one of
Cambodia’s most destitute populations had very mixed results. 

Learn how Oxfam America’s Sim Bunthoeun—“Mr. Fish” to
his partners and colleagues—is collaborating with other groups
in Cambodia to shape community fisheries in Cambodia. 

www.oxfamamerica.org/eastasia

Shattered Lives:
Controlling Arms 
in West Africa
There are eight million small arms
circulating in West Africa. There is
one small arm for every 25 per-
sons. There is less than one doctor
for every 1,000 people. 

These statistics illustrate the dire need to address arms
trafficking. On October 9, Oxfam America’s West Africa
office helped launched the Control Arms Campaign in
Dakar, Senegal. Working in tandem with local, national,
and international partners, Oxfam will seek to address
armed conflict and illegal arms trafficking throughout the
region, calling on the international community to agree on
the Arms Trade Treaty by 2006. 

This global campaign, which involves over 50 countries, is
being led by Oxfam, Amnesty International, and the
International Action Network on Small Arms. 

www.controlarms.org

Vaneetha Moodley 
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What’s on your plate today?
For 30 years, Oxfam’s Fast for a World Harvest campaign has given people a taste of
hunger. Now we’ve taken it online: www.hungerbanquet.org

Chosen as Hot Site by USA Today!
“The folks at Oxfam have put together this absorbing choose-your-own-adventure
style site, in which you’ll be asked to make the decisions that millions of people
face every day. What’s the adventure? Making sure you and your family don’t
starve to death. Can you contend with the choices faced by a Central American
coffee grower, a Cambodian widow, a mother in Mozambique, or will malnutrition,
disease, or corrupt officials take you out first?”

 



PLEDGE TO MAKE A  DIFFERENCE
Renting two movies costs you $10 a month. For that same amount, you can: 
R Provide 28 families in Malawi with enough food for the whole year. Masika, a form of

maize that can be harvested before bad weather can destroy it, costs only 68 cents per fam-
ily per season. 

R Supply clean water for those in need. At a cost of $4.22, Oxfam can provide a bucket
for carrying safe, clean water in emergencies. 

R Train two Ethiopian health workers. There are currently 2.3 million people living
with HIV/AIDS and one million "AIDS orphans" in Ethiopia. Ten dollars can train two
more Ethiopian health workers to take on that challenge.

As an Oxfam Pledge Partner, every month you’ll help some of the world’s poorest people in their
struggle to survive. For 34 cents a day—the spare change in your pocket—you can help Oxfam
make a lasting difference.

To join, please fill out and mail in the form found on the enclosed gift envelope. Or, email us at
pledge@oxfamamerica.org or call us at (800)77-OXFAM.
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